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The Goal
Build a beautiful tropical island, piece by piece, and attract rare species of
birds to make it their home. Compete with other players to craft the perfect
habitat for each species, and bring the Isle of Birds to colourful life.

Gameplay Overview
The Isle of Feathers is a game about placing Tiles on a table, one after
another, to build an island up from the sea together. You will stack the Tiles
to build beaches, cliffs, and mountains, and place tokens to make Forests.
Each of you have a hand of Cards depicting a wide array of Bird Species.
Every Species is unique, and each have very specific requirements for their
Habitat.
Unfortunately, real estate is limited, and you are all vying for control over
the same small area. You’ll have to predict what the other players are
building and stymie their efforts so your Birds are introduced, not theirs.
Planning ahead will be essential, and conflict is unavoidable.
When every Tile is placed, the island is complete. Everyone is awarded
points for the species they’ve introduced, and the player who has brought
the most life and colour to the Isle of Birds is declared the winner.

The Components
64 x Plastic Card Stands
(16 in each colour)

64 x Double Sided Island Tiles
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32 x Vegetation Tokens

64 x Bird Species Cards
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A: The Island
B: Draft Area
C: Draw Pile
D: Player Hands
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Starting the Game
1. Choose Colours Every Player chooses a colour, and keeps their stack of
Card Holders to their side.
2. Deal the Starting Hand Every Player is dealt a hand of 3 Species cards,
which they conceal from the other players.
3. Lay out the Draft Area Lay out 6 Species cards in two rows, face up,
in the middle of the Players. This is where Players get new cards for their
hand.
4. Begin the Isle On the table between everyone, place a single Tile. The
table is the ocean, and this starting Tile is the first patch of land from which
the entire island will rise!
5. Start playing! The youngest player takes the first turn, after which the
turn passes to the player on their right.
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Building the Isle
The Isle of Birds is made from Tiles, placed and stacked on a flat surface
(we recommend a table top) to represent beaches, land, and mountains.

Each Tile is printed with a different Terrain Type on both sides; when you
place it, make sure it has the right side facing up.

Tiles can be stacked on top of one
another to form hills, cliffs, and other
types of terrain. A Tile’s height above
‘sea level’ determines whether it is
Sand, Grass, or Cliffs.
Water is not a Tile, it’s the flat table
top where Tiles haven’t yet been
placed.
For more information on how
water works, see page 5
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What Happens on a Turn

On a Player’s Turn, they choose 2 of the following Actions, and perform
them one after another.
For example, they may choose to Place Two Tiles, or place One Tile and One
Piece of Vegetation, or even Introduce Two Birds.
Keep this page open for reference when you play!
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Pick Up A Species Card

Choose a Species Card that is face-up in the Draft Area,
and add it to your Hand. Replace the empty spot with a new
card from the Draw Pile.
You may only have 5 cards in your hand at once.

Place A Tile

Expand and grow the island by placing down a Land Tile.
You may place the Tile on any valid space. If the criterion
are met, you may also stack Tiles to make the island taller.
You can’t stack Tiles on top of Birds or Vegetation Tokens.
The rules for what constitutes a ‘valid’ space are on page 5.

Place Down Vegetation

Place a Vegetation token on top of an empty Tile of any
Type (Sand, Grass, or Cliffs).
You can’t place Vegetation on a Tile that contains a Bird, or
another Vegetation Token.

Introduce A Bird!

Every Species Card has a diagram showing the
configuration of Tiles that make up its preferred Habitat. If
there is an empty Tile on the island that exactly matches
the diagram, then the Species is ready to be introduced!
Place the Species Card in a Card Stand of your colour, then
place it on top of the Tile.
The rules for Habitats and Species Cards are on page 7
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Placing Tiles: What Is A Valid
Space?
Before placing down a Land Tile, you must ensure it meets the following
three rules:
Adjacent
Tiles must share 1 or more sides
with another Tile that has previously
been placed.

Info Box!
Water: How Does It Work?
The empty table top represents
Water. Whenever you Place a
Tile, the adjacent empty spaces
on the table top count as being
filled with Water.
This is important for some Bird
Species’ Habitats.

For more information about Bird
Habitats, see page 7
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Placing Tiles: What Is A Valid
Space?
Stacking
You can stack a Tile on top of
another if the tile you’re placing it
on meets either of the following
criteria:
A. It has 2 non-diagonal neighbours
of the same height.
B. It has 1 non-diagonal neighbour
of a greater height.
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Where Can I Place Birds?

In the top-left corner of every Species Card, there is a diorama depicting
the Bird’s Habitat. To Introduce a Bird Species, you must find a Tile on the
Island that exactly matches this Habitat.
For example, this Bird Species has a
Habitat with Grass, Sand, and Vegetation.
To place it, look for a Grass Tile that is
bordered by two Sand Tiles, one which
contains Vegetation.
Note that the Habitat on the card can be
facing in any direction, though diagonals
do not count.
When you find a valid Tile, take the Bird
Species card, put it in a Card Stand of
your colour, then place it on the chosen
Tile.
The Tile your Bird Species sits on is now
‘fixed’. Nobody can stack other Tiles on
top of it, nor can they Place Vegetation on
it. They can, however, place things on the
adjacent Tiles.
As the game progresses, you will Place
more and more Bird Species on the
changing terrain.
In this way, the Isle will literally fill with
Birds as you populate it.

Info Box! Blank Spaces
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Bird Facts!

The Isle of Feathers is home to many wonderful and varied species; take
the chance to share the joy of knowledge with the other players.
Every time you place a Bird Species on the island, make up a 'fact'
about your Species, and tell it to the other players in your best nature
documentary presenter's voice. For example:
Curtin's Leg-grabber is a large, clumsy bird, most commonly known for its
terrible eyesight. It gets its name for its unfortunate habit of mistaking the
legs of passing beachgoers for the palm trees in which it lives.
This step is entirely optional, but we find when you get into the spirit of it,
the 'bird facts' bring a lot of fun to the table.

Winning the Game
There are only a limited number of Land Tiles that can be placed. When the
last Tile has been added to the island, the game is up! Now, calculate the
total points for each player.
1. Biodiversity
Each player tallies up the total number of Points on every Species card
they’ve successfully placed on the island. Don’t take the Birds off yet; you
need them for Step 3!
2. Altitudes
• The player who placed the most Birds on Beach Tiles gains 4 bonus poin
points
• The player who placed a Bird at the highest altitude gains 4 bonus points
3. Changing Habitats
Each player should look again at the Habitat of each Bird Species they’ve
placed on the board. Does the Tile they’re on still match it, or has the
environment changed over the course of the game? Gain 1 bonus point for
How Do Blank Spots Work?
each Species whose Habitat is still the same.
4. Declare the Winner
If there’s a tie, give 1 bonus point to the player who placed the most Birds.
The player with the most points wins!
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